Call for Submissions – Arctic Policy and Studies in Canada

Issue 61 of the *International Journal of Canadian Studies/Revue international d’études canadiennes (IJCS/RIÉC)* will focus on Arctic Policy and Studies in Canada. Topics include Canada’s Arctic foreign policy, the foreign policy of the Inuit Circumpolar Council, the declarations and policies of the Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, policies developed by the territorial governments or the Inuit regions and communities in Inuit Nunangat, and recent policies pertaining to the Northwest Passage.

Who is included and who is excluded in a particular Arctic policy? How do Canada’s Arctic foreign and domestic policies compare to those of other Arctic nation-states? How does Canada’s first Arctic foreign policy compare to the most recent foreign policy, and to what degree were Inuit included in policy development? How is Inuit policy used to strengthen Inuit interests in domestic and international affairs or to provide greater social benefits? How do film or other arts express or respond to a policy agenda?

**Deadline: December 1, 2019**

For further information, contact the issue editor Nadine Fabbi: nfabbi@uw.edu and visit [http://bit.ly/IJCS_Submissions](http://bit.ly/IJCS_Submissions) for more information, including guidelines for submission.

*IJCS/RIÉC* is a bilingual, multidisciplinary, and peer-reviewed journal publishing the latest research in Canadian Studies from around the world. *IJCS/RIÉC* prides itself in being the only scholarly journal to bring together academic research conducted both by Canadians and academics studying Canada from abroad. The *International Journal of Canadian Studies* provides Canadianists from across the globe a space to share a common pursuit of scholarly questions pertaining to Canada. Issues feature articles and review essays, offering a comprehensive study of the work being done globally in Canadian Studies.

Available in print and online at [utpjournals.press/IJCS](http://utpjournals.press/IJCS) and at [Project MUSE](http://bit.ly/IJCSMuse)